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What a Mess? The General Election and Pension Transfers Mk II

‘What-a-Mess’, a scruffy accident-prone Afghan puppy, was the central character in the children’s books written 
by Frank Muir. Like Paddington, the books were animated and became a TV series in the 1990’s. What-a-Mess 
always had grand plans but, not being able to think beyond the end of his nose, his plans inevitably ended in 
comic disaster.

Teresa May’s masterclass in disastrous election strategy wasn’t at all funny – but followed a similar path, with 
similar results. A catastrophe for Mrs May – but for the rest of us, she’s delivered a re-United Kingdom, an 
invigorated Official Opposition, the certainty of a softer Brexit and government by Parliament, not the Executive.  
Meanwhile, the financial markets are unmoved and exchange rates unchanged. Nice one Teresa!

Meanwhile, in this month’s bulletin we return to the topic of Pension Transfers.

Pension Transfers Mk II
Instant own goals are uncommon in UK politics – but occur regularly in the world of pensions. The deceptive 
simplicity of ‘final salary’ pension transfers offer their own high-speed route to self-inflicted injury.

Last month’s bulletin devoted much space to the issues surrounding pension transfers – and prompted many 
responses. In answering those questions, we realised that whilst we’ve raised awareness to the pitfalls, it’s a 
much tougher job to develop an understanding of the balance of risk. 

We’ve therefore condensed the principal issues into the following Key points:

 Pension transfers from ‘final salary’ schemes are highly important financial transactions – often involving 
large sums of money.

 Current economic conditions have pushed up many transfer values to higher levels than have ever  
previously been seen.

 If you have dormant, undrawn pension benefits in the final salary scheme of a previous employer, it’s 
always worth requesting up-to-date values from the schemes trustees.

 Be prepared for delays; it will most likely be many weeks before the values requested will be received. The 
values will then typically be held for 3 months.

 Remember the deferred pension benefit entitlement and the calculated transfer value are identical assets 
– they simply take different forms.

 Take Independent, Professional Advice. Once up to date values are received, properly qualified independent 
advice upon what it all means and what to do next, is essential. You can’t do this on your own!

 Taking the transfer value could be a shrewd and timely move – it could equally be an action you live to 
regret. An understanding of the principal advantages and disadvantages to the alternative routes is key to any 
decision made.

http://www.pensionsmanagementltd.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/pml-bulletin-78.pdf
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The opinions expressed are those of the author. The material provided is for general information only and does not constitute 
investment, tax, legal or other form of advice. You should not rely on this information to make (or refrain from making) any 
decisions. Links to external sites are for information only and do not constitute endorsement. Always obtain independent 
professional advice appropriate to your own particular circumstances.

 Seek advice only from those who have the knowledge, awareness and experience to guide you through this 
maze of finance, sentiment and aspiration. An informed and balanced decision can then be reached.

 And remember – it’s a jungle out there. Be cautious, tread carefully, listen a lot!

The solution? Come to us at Pensions Management Limited. We have the knowledge, the skills and the experience.  
Simply contact us or call us on 0121 693 0690.
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http://www.pensionsmanagementltd.co.uk/contact-us/

